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ABSTRACT 

This study aims to deten:nine whether students from different academic settings 

differ in their usage of rnetacognjtive strategies in mathematical problen1 solving, and if 

they do what the differences are. 

Metacognition is considered by most educationists as an elen1ent necessary for 

many ccgr..itive tasks. For example, in proble.m solving, it has been said that possessing 

knowledge alone is insufficient and problem solvers need to exhibit higher level cognitive 

skills like "self-regulation skiils" (also known as metacognitive strategies) for successfu.i 

problem solving (Gagne, 1985; Gagne & Glaser, 1987). Metacognitive strategies or 

"execctive skillsr: as referred by Sternberg (1983) are generalized skills required for 

planning, monitoring, controlling, selecting and evaluating inteEecmal activities. 

Over the past twa years, a study on students' metacognitive strategies has been 

carried out "''ith over a thousand secondary a.,.1d pre-university students from 12 schools. 

A questionnaire adapted from Biggs (1987) was administered to students at vario~s 

levels (Grade 8, Grade 10~ Grade 11), from academic tracks (General, Science, Arts) and 

acadenric ~treams (Special, Express, and Nom1a1) requiring them to self-report on tt!eir 

metacognitive beliefs; tl1eir usage of meta~ognitive strategies in mental tasks involving 

memory~ probletn solving arld comprehension; and their attitudes towards the learning cf 

various academic subjects. 

20 it..::rr.~.s from the questionnaire were categorized follovling the fra.rne,vork 

proposed by Garofalo and Lester (1985). \Vithin each stage, the frequency of usage of 

these metacognitive strategies as reponed by the students "Were averaged. analysed and 

interpreted. 

Son1e of the findings that emerged were: 

(a) Normal stream students exhibited a lower usage of rnetacognitive strategies 

as cou."lpared to tl:cse in the Expres~ and Special strearns. 



(b) I"letacoguitive st:ategies used by Normal stream students tended to be of the 

"su:facen type. 

(c) TI.ere is no significant difference in the fr'!quency of usage of metacognitive 

strate:Sief.> between students from differer.t acaderr.dc tracks. 

(d) Students from different levels (Secondary 2, Secondary 4, and Pre-University) 

exhibited similar frequency of usage of n1e·~.acogn.itive strategies in problen1 

solving. 

The implications of these findings on future research and development projects as well as 

the teachi~g of metacognitive strategies will be discussed in the paper. 



THE EFFECTS OF ACADEi\'IIC SETTINGS ON STlTDE~TS' 
I\1ETACOGNITION IN IV!ATHEI'viATICAL PROBLEI\'1 SOLVING 

Problem solving is a ~omplex task involving rnany types of knowledge and 

skills. Skills in planning, monitoring and revising strategies are as important as 

having a large domain of knowledge. It is undeniable that probleffi solving requires 

specialized knowledge such as linguistic, factual , schematic, strategic and 

procedural knowledge (Mayer, 1987). A. number of researchers have also included 

metacognitive knowledge as another important factor that differentiates between 

the good and the average problem solver (Gagne, 1985: Briars & Larkin, 1984, 

Lester 1982). Past studies on meracognition have concentrated on tasks invciving 

reading and memory work and little work is done with metacognition in problem 

solving. In mathematics, there is much interest to make students aware of 

me~acognition and to develop their metacognitive skills. Lately researchers have 

begun to look at metacognitive skills in problem solving and have staned to 

develop theoretical frameworks (Garofalo & Lester, 1985; Lester, 1985, 

Schoenfeld, 1985). 

~hat is metacognition? 
. 

Metacognition is generally considered as "knowing about knov;~ing ' or ~rha: 

Schmia and Newby (1986) refer to as "a body of knowledge that reflects 

knowledge itself'. In other words, metacognition involves kno~.vjng the cognitive 

p-rocesses associated wiLl-t an instructional task, and being able to use and monitor 

ar,~;Jrcpriat.e cognitive processes during the task. Although rnetacognition has been 

loosely defined, most psychologists (e.g. Brown> 1978; Flavell, 1976) consider 

metacognition to consist of two separate but related aspects (a) kno·wJedge 

about cognition and (b) regulation of cognition. 

b.J.Q'.vled~e about cognition itnplies that a person is knowledgeable about 

va:-icbles r.hat will Jfiect one's instn.Ictional perf·Jrmance in a learning situation or 

during ar. i!lStructional process. Drawing frorn their research on met~nemory) 
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Flavell (Flavell~ 1987; Flavell & \\Tellman, 1977) suggested Lhree variables that 

could influence a person's performance. They are person variables, task variables 

and strategy variables. Extending frcn-1 metamemory research, Lester (Garofalo 

and Lester, 1985; Lester, 1985) felt that these variables will also influence one's 

performance in problem solving. 

Knowled~e about person variables involves knowing one's own cognitive 

resources, strengths, weaknesses and cognitive abilities and aptitudes. Garofalo 

and Lester (1985) proposed u"'1at in mathen1atics, this .Y..nowledge should include 

one's beliefs of own mathernatical ability, affective characteristics such as 

motivation and anxietv. and the relation~hip between mathematics achievement 
" • 4 

and achievements in other subject areas. In mathematical problem solving, 

a\vareness of personal vCJ.-iables that could affect one's performance could play a 

major role in the su~cess of the problem solving task. Identifying one's 

weaknesses or strengths in certain topics o~ mathematics, realizing that one is 

careless in computation and tends to make computational mistakes, and 

recognizing that one is weak in processing spatial and visual information, are 

some examples of this aspect of knowledge. 

Knowledge about tasic variables 1n1plies that the individual knows the type 

of cognitive demands required in an instructional situation. Students' awareness 

of the different effects of semantic and syntactic structures (e.g., vocabulary, 

extraneous infonnation and order of events) on the difficulty of word problems is 

an exan1ple of task knowledge. Tnere is empirical evidence which shows that 

students are aware of t~1e rype of cognitive demands in solving word problems. 

Garofalo & Lester(l985) cited findings frotn their resear:h which showed young 

chi1dren believed :ha: (a) the type of numerical inform:1tion in a word problem is an 

indicator of the difficulty of the word protlern, (b) word problems are harder to 

solve than computation problems, (c) word problems can be solved by directly 
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app1ying one or more arithmetic operations and (d) the correct operations depend 

~. on identifying ~he right "key words". 

\Vhen an individual knows what strategies to use during an instructional 

situation to obtain the best results, then he is said to possess knowledge about 

strJtegv variables. Slife, \Veiss, and Bell (1985) found that stude_nts who were 

mathematically weak but with IQ similar to regular students, had less knowledge 

about their problem-solving skills. Peterson and associates (Peterson, 1988; 

Peterson & Sv~,ing, 1982; Peterson, Swing, Stark, & Waas, 1984) investigated the 

effects of various metacognitive processes students used during a normal 

classroom mathematics instruction. In their studies, they videotaped the lessons 

and employed a stimulated recall procedure to probe students' cognitive processes 

when they were engaged during teacher instruction and also during seat'lv·ork. 

Among the many findings, they found that students were knowledgeable about 

cognition as shown by the various strategies used, such as, applying informJ.tion 

at specific level, reworking problems, rereading the text four..d in problems, relating 

new information to prior knowledge, trying to understand the lesson or trying to 

solve a problen1 by using a specific operation. 

Regulation of cognition 

The regulation aspect of metacognition involves the type of decision 

behaviors exhibited in order to plan, m9nitor and evaluate one's action. Sten1berg 

(1983) relates these types of behaviors as executive skills and proposes certain 

trainir;,g strategies for the de~'elopment of these executive skills. Although these 

skills are tr3.ina ble, it is also believed that the regulation process is controlled by 

one~:-; cognitive knowledge (Kluwe, 1987). In mathematics problem solving, for 

exam?le~ a student who believes that he/she tends to make computation mistakes 

and thus slows do·xn and proceeds cautiously du.-ing the computation part cf 
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problem solving and rechecking the answers, is said to be exhibiting this 

executive skill. 

This self-regulation process is important for successful problem so:ving. 

Schoenfeld(1985) after analysis of college students' protocol of their problem 

solving processes~ concluded that at the self-control level, the lack of monitoring 

and assessing the situation could lead to failure in prohlem solving. Despite its 

import~ce, this cognitive procedure is not clearly demonstrated by young children 

and college students. Garofalo & Lester ( 1985) in their research found that young 

children did not routinely a.."'laly~e information provided in the problern and did not 

mor..itor progress or validate the results. Similarly, Stifle eta!. (1985) foun(.i that 

young students v.·ho were not mathematically inclined did not monitor their 

progress during problem solving. College students too, were not very efficient in 

regulating their problem solving behaviors. Schoenfeld ( 1985) found tha·t the 

overall quality of college students' monitoring, assessing and executive decisioi1-

rnaking in problem solving was relatively poor. 

~1etacognirion in nroblem solvin& 

Using Polya's (1957) heuristic problem-solving model as a foundation, 

Lester and associates (Lester,1985; Garofalo & Lester, 1985) ~reposed a 

cognitive-metacognitive framevvork for performance in various mathernatical UJ sks. 

The frarnework consists of four cognitive components of orientation, organization, 

execution and verification. The four components corre-spond to Polya's four phases 

c.f problec: solving of understanding, planning, carrying out t.3e plan, and looking 

bac;k. .However, Lester differentiates his framework from Polya's as he bcEeves 

th::a his ''model purports to describe the categories of the cognitive component in 

te:mJ.s of points during problem solving where metacognitive actions might occur" 

(Lester. 1935; n. 62 L The four comnonents can be brieflv described as fo~lo·wrs: 
- &. ·', • 



Orientation : At this stage, students need to assess and understand the 

problem. The skills ·exercised at this stage would be those of 

cm:nprehension; analysis of information; assessment of familiarity of 

problerr1 and t~sk difficulty and the formati0n cf internal representation. 

Organization: This involves identifying goals then planning for the whole 

task and sub-tasks in order to achieve the goals and sub-goals. 

Execution: The monitoring of behaviors exhibited in the execution of the 

plans falls into this category. It fncludes monitoring computation actions. 

maintaining progress towards the goal and assessing trade-off decisions 

between factors influencing the success of the problem-solving process. 

Verification: This stage involves the monitoring and evaluating of 

the three components of orientation, organization and the execution of the 

whole problem-solving process. 

Each component is controlled by metacognitive decisions made by the 

individual aud the type of decisions will depend on his/her own know ledge of 

r.netacognition. Thus-an individual's metacognition knowledge of person vu.riables, 

t&sY.: variables and strategy vru"iables will influence the individual's action in the 

four cornpone:us. For example, in the cognitiv~ component of orientation, an 

individual rnay want to rephrase the text in order to help him/her understand the 

problem situation better or if the individual believes that he is better at processing 

visuaJ infom1ation, he/she rnay reo!·g.anize and .r~present the text jnfozmation 

visually. Thus 1 2.n individual with better metacognitive knowledge can use his/her 

executive decisions for better planning~ execution, and monitoring of the problen1 

solving process and, hopefully~ achie·;e a higher success in solvir.g problems. The 
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depth of one's metacognitive lu"'lowledge can inflcenct the type of strategies one 

uses for monitoring and regulating cognition during problen1 solving. For example, 

in the orientation component, an individual Inay use; different types of strategies: 

"surface" strategy such as re-reading the problem, or "deep" str~tegy such as 

recalling old rnaterials to link new materials found ir: the problem or "achieving'' 

strategy such as analyzing and representing problem information in another 

format. Biggs (1987) defined surface strategies as superficial strategies and are 

reproduced through rote learning, deep strategies as meaningful ones that require 

the involvement of previous relevant knowledge while achieving strategies are 

those which involve organizing one's time and working space, as exhibited by a 

model student. 

The amount of metacognidve knowledge, the frequency of use of 

rr1etacognition and effectiveness of executive monitoring depend on a number of 

factors. Currently, research indicates strongly that the level and the execution of 

executive control process depends upon the type of task· and the level of expenise 

of the individual (La·wson, 1984). La,Nson after reviewing the literature concluded 

that the relationship between age and level of executive functioning is a complex 

one. He believes that executive functioning is task specific; it is related to the 

~~ount of "expertise" and is not din~ctly proportional to age. Drawing from 

literature, he cited studies that showed young children \vho were experts at a 

particular task exhibiting better executive functioning than adult novices. Young 

children also exhibited some for.:ns of cognitive monitoring. For example, in 

reading, children as young as founh grade:s were already able to perform 

executive activities ·"vhen reading text. Even poor readers were able to monitor 
• 

their comprehension process although the pro~esses were not very effective. 

However, when it ~~omes to probletn solving, young children may not be aware of 

metacognitive activities as older children (Kluwe, 1987). The proficiency of self-

regulation process is not dependent on age per se but dependent on the experience 
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and the knowledge base of the individual. Law~on~ very app:opriately sums up 

that "The adult novice will have the benefit of greater experience in executive 

processing and greater experience as a problem solver, both of which may 

compensate to some extent for the poverty of his or her knowledge base on a 

parti<;ular (ask " (p. 97). 

While there are extensive studies on metacognition carried out vvith 

experts and novice, with academically-disabled students (Slife, V.l eiss & Bell, 

1985) and with. young children ( e.g., Cross & Paris, 1988), there are insGfficient 

studies canied out with youths from different academic backgrounds. This is 

important as knowledge gained in this area could provide teachers with some 

guidelines ·on what to teach to students with different academic backgrounds. 

However, lG1owledge in this area is lacking and there are a number of unanswered 

questions on the effects of academic settings on students' metacognition. For 

example, do students from different grade levels exhibit different amounts of 

cognitive kno\\:ledge? Do students from lower grade levels exhibit less frequent 

use of metacognitive skills ~uch as monitoring, planning and verifying their 

answers when solving mathematics problems? What type of strat~gies do 

different grade-level students employ? Are the strategies surface type, deep, or 

achieving ones? Do students from different srreams and different acadenlic tracks 

exhibit different frequency of usage of metacognitive processes'? 

Objectives of this study 

This study intends to investigate the metacognitive processes used by 

secondary school students in mathematics. Specifically, it seeks to answer the 

following questions: 

1. How frequently do students employ metacognitive strategies durir1g 

mathetnatics problem solving'? 
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2. Do students from differe:1t acaderoic settings (academic strea..rn, 

academic tracks and grade levels) differ in their usage of 

metacognitive strategies? 

Do students from different academic settings use different types of 

strategies (surface, deep or achieving strategies) ? 

.Academic setting ofSingapore secondary schools 

The secondary schools system in Singapore is organized along different 

gr~de-levels, academic tracks and streams. Streaming based on abilities is 

prac:iced in Singapore. For example, students can enter secondary scl.ools only 

after they have passed their Grade 6 standardized examination. Based on their 

result students are then streamed to different curricula to cater for different paces 

of learning and aptitudes. There are three streams and they are: 

(i) the Special Assisted Program (SAP), a four-year curriculum for Grade 

leyels 7 to 10. Students in SAP program have to offer two languages (English 

Language· and Chinese Language) at the first-language level. Only the top 10% of 

the Grade 6 student population is given the option to join the SAP program. 

(ii) an Express Stream, which also offers a four-year curriculum for Grade 

levels 7 to 10 but in the Express stream, students will offer English as the first 

language level and another language at the second-language level. Both the SAP 

program students a.:1d the Express stream students will sit for the same 

standardized examination at the end of the fourth year. 

(iii) a Normal stream, a 5-year curriculum for Grade levels 7 to 11 where 

studer.~.ts will offer two languages, English at the flrst language and another 

language at the second-la.11guage level. At Grade 10. students wili sit for an 

exarDination specially for students fro1n this stream and if they pass well, they will 

~he:1 be allowed to proceed to Grade 11 and ·sit for the same e;~amination as the 

SAP progra.."!l and the Express stream students at the end of the 5th year. 
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Within the SAP and Exp:ess streams, students can pursue different 

academic tracks, namely, a Science track, an Arts track and a General track . 

Students from different tracks follo\v different curriculum : the curriculum in the 

science track emphasizes the physical and biological sciences, t.~e arts curriculum 

emphasizes social sffidies _and English literatare while tJ1e General ct!rriculum is a 

broad curriculurn which includes one science subject and some ans subjects. 

r-v!athematics is compulsory for all students at all levels and in all tracks. 

After the completion of their secondary school education, students \.Vith 

good results can then opt to continl!e their education at the pre-university level 

(Grades 12-13). The pre-university curriculum is a matriculation course for 

adrrissio!l to L1e local universities. 

Method 

Subjects 

Over 2500 students from nine secondary and four pre-university junior 

colleges participated in the research on learning and teaching strategies. Using 

the stratified sampling method, the subjects ,.vere selected. \.Vithin each category 

cf schools· and pre-university colleges, the schools were randomly selected and 

within each school, the classes of students from each stream, level and academic 

track, were randomly chosen. Whole classes were used in the survey and in each 

cla$S, one third of the students was randomly assigned to answer the Language 

fonn questionnaire on learning strategies, another third answered the Science and 

lvtatherrultics form, and the rest answered the Social Studies form. 

Seven hundred and seven students answered the Science and Mathematics 

:or1:1. Out of this, 37 sers of data were incomplete thus leaving a sample size of 

67C. The 670 students came from 

(a) three streams, namely, Special Assistance Pro_g7a.."11me (SAP), Normal 

Srream (a 5-year secondary scho0l education) and Express strean1 ( a 4-

year secondary school education); 
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(b) three grade levels (Grade 8, Grade 10, and Grade 12); 

(c) three academic tracks (~Arts, Science 311d General). 

Tne distribution of students for each stream~ level and ac:1demic tracks; is given in 

·. Appendices A, Band C. 

Insm.Iment 

The instrument used is the Study Skill Questionnaire (Chang, 1988; 1989). 

There 'Nere w.ree forms, each pertaining to the study of specific subject areas, namely, 

Language, Science and Mathematics, and Social Studies .. Within e:1ch fonn, there were 

three sections in the questionnaire with the first two sections beir1g common to all the 

three forms. The ftrst two sections contained item.s on learning strategies, attitude 

towards learning and their motives for learning and they were drawn from the Learning 

Process Questionnaire (Biggs, 1987). The third section contained item..«:; that were 

specific to the content area. For example, in the Science and Mathematics form, 

students were asked about the frequency of usage of metacognitive strategies in solving 

mathematical and science problems while in the Language form students were asked 

about their metacognitive strategies in reading comprehension and in listening. 

This study reports only on the students' returns in .the S~ience and Mathematics 

form aJld on the se.ction asking students abo:.It their metacognitive strategies in problem 

solving. There were 20 items related to strategies used in mathematical problem 

solving and for the purpose of this study, the items were classified into five sections. 

The first four sections followed t..~e cognitive-metacognitive framework suggested by 

Garofalo and Lester (1985) with four items in each component. The fifth section of 

iten1s n1easured students' beliefs in srrategies which would help them in problern 

solving. 
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(i) Orientation component. The items here concentrated on the process of 

reading and understanding of the problem (e.g. I analyze and try to 

understand the information given and draw inferences). 

(ii) Organization component. The items in this section concencrated on 

the approach a..'1d the planning for execution of procedures (e.g. I turn an 

argun1ent over in rny mind a number of times before accepting it). 

(iii) Execution component. The items tried to determine how students 

execute the plan during problem solving (e.g. I find that drawing diagrams 

helps rne to solve problems). 

(iv) \ 7 erification component. The items were directed at finding out ±e 

frequency vfu~ous strategies were used to check ans\\-·ers and procedures 

(e.g. I check over my test to avoid making mistakes). 

(v) Beliefs - The items determined t.~e beliefs students have concerning 

mathematics problem solving (e.g. I believe there is only one best way in 

solving a problem). 

The questionnaire had been pilot tested, validated and used in a number of 

research studies (Chang, 1988; 1989). 

Procedure 

The questionnaire required students to rate each item on ~ 5-point Likert 

scaJ.e, \Vith a score of 5 indic.aring a frequently-used metacognitive strategy while a 

score of 1 indicating a !'arely-used or never-used strategy. The questionnaire was 

ad..'!linistered ~o the ·whole class by the class teacher. Most students were able to 

finish answe.ri.ng the questionnaire within a one-period lesson. The class teacher 

explained some phrasing of items to sttidents who could not understand the item. 
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Results 
. . 

There are five sets of subscore:s with a maxin1un1 of 20 points per set. 

There is a score for each of the four problem solving components (orientation, 

-. organization, execution and verification) and one score for students' problem-

solving beliefs. Analysis of vfu-iance (_t\NOVA) with significant level of 0.05 was 

carried out using the mean scores as th~ dependent variable. Three separate 

analyses were conducted \vith different independent variables, namely, stream; 

level: a...11d academic track. The results of each analysis are described below .. 

Stream. The three strea..rns of Express, Normal and Special are applicable 

to secondary schools orJy. Data from Grade 12 students were not included in the 

analyses. 

The means of all the problem phases were found to be statistically 

different. In all the four phases, Normal stream students scored low·er than 

students from the Express a."ld the SAP stream indicating that Normal stream. 

students had reported less frequent use of metacognitive strategies than students 

from SA.P and Express Stream students (Figure 1). A follo~r-up test using 

Duncan's test showed that the means of SAP students and Express students 

were not significantly different. 

The score in the verification component was higher compared to the three 

other phases. The means for the three phases of orientation~ organization and 

execution were around 12.5 while the means for the verification component were 

around 15.5. 

·Based on classification by Bigg (1987), each item in the questionnaire was 

classified as either surface, deep or achieving strategy. Appendix A shows the 

classification of individual items together with the means of each itern for the three 

streams of students. On the analysis of individual item, it was found that Norn1al 

srrearn students u~ed surface strategies more ofien than deep or achieving 
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strategies. For example, they reported that they used surface strategies like " I 

need to attend to the instructions carefully in order to get the required results'' 

(mean = 3.57) more frequently than. to deep strategies like "I analyze and try to 

understand the information and draw inferences" (mean = 3.03). 

Level. The rr1eans of each component are shown in Figure 2. Statistically1 

rhere was no difference in the frequency of usage of metacognitive strategies 

between students from different levels, viz. Grade 8, Grade 10 and Grade 12. 

Again, the means for the verification component (averaging 16.0) were higher than 

the means of the other phases (averaging 12.5). 

17.00 

16.00 

15.00 

14.00 

Mean 
13.00 

12.00 

1'1 .00 

Orientation Organization Execution Verification 

Figure 1: l\1eans of each component by Stream (n=550) 

CSAP 

~ EXPRESS 

ED NORr"1/\L 
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17.00 I 
16.00 

15.00 

~ 4.00 

Mean 
13.00 

12.00 

11 .00 

10.00 

Orientation Organization Execution Verification 

Figure 2: Means of each component by level (n= 670) 

17.00 

D General 

~ Science 

II Arts 

Orientation Orqanization. .. Exec~tio:1 Verification 

Figure 3: Means of each <~omponent by A.cademic Track (n= 640) 

0 Grade 8 

[EJ Grade 10 
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Academic Track. The means of the four phases are shown in Figure 3 

and the means were found to be statistically not different for all the three tracks. 

The means for the verification component were higher than the 1ne.ans for the other 

three components (averaging 13.0). 

Beliefs. Students' problem solving beliefs were investigated throcgh four 

items (17, 18, 19, and 20). Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the means of the four items 

for stream, level and academic track. Students from the Normal stream, from 

Secondary Two and from General and Arts academic tracks believed that certain 

surface strategies were appropriate for developing problem solving skills. For 

t:xample, in Item 19 they indicated that they memorized model answers rnore often 

than the other srudents. Similarly, in Item 20, more students from Grade 8, 

Normal stream, academic track of Arts and General, believed that there is only 

one best way to solve a problem. On the other hand, the Express and SAP 

students, students from the General and the Arts stream, and Grade 10 and Grade 

12 students believed that certain deep strategies (e.g., they needed a lot of drill 

and practice; that it is important to be able to solve problems set in past-year 

examination) are important to their problem solving abilities. Tnis is indicated by 

the higher ratings in Items 1 7 aJld 18. 

Discussion 

From the results, f:b.e mean scores for the four components are above the 

half-\\'ay mark of 10 indicating that students are conscious of metacognition and 

that they used strategies for monitoring and regulating the processes necessa..ry 

for problern sclving. ~1ost students indicated thr..t they practiced some of these 

metact;gnitive activities at least half the time when they are solving problerns . 

. Although the four components are equally imponant for problem solving, the 
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Fig: 4: Me~i.3 o! Metacogniti~ Beliefs by Stream 
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Fig 5: Means of Me~ognitive Beliefs by 
Academic Track 
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Item 17: In my l"eVi1ior~, it i2 importal".t to me 'trJ be able 10 solve problem:3 set in pest-year examinatior..s. 

!te:rn 18: I :r..eed a lot cf drill and :practice in learning maths. 

Item 19: There is only one be~t ~yin solvi.n.g a. problem. 

Item 20: I l!'...e~rize m.odel a.:.'13-wer!. 
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Fig 6: Means of Metacogntivie BeHefs by level 
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Item 18: I n.eed a lot of drill and practice in lee.IT.ing maths. 

Item 19. Tt.ifre is only one best -way in solv:in.g a problem. 

:tem 20: I memorize model answ-ers. 

Item 20 
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students practice the ve1ification process more frequently than the other 

components. This is indicated by the high scores for all the four items in this 

component. However, the four items of the questionnaire asked stude:1ts on only 

one aspect of the verification component. The stude:ns were asked about the 

accuracy of their workings a!!d the accuracy of their answers. This aspect of 

verification is emphasized during classroom instruction and hence, the high scores. 

Unfortunately, the quest.onnaire is unable to give us an insight about what really 

happened in their monitoring process during problem solving. A better method 

would be to use protocol an.alysis, interviews and ?bservations as additional 

sources of data collection . 

.. A-lthough the results generally showed that students do practice 

metacognitive activities, certain groups of the student population were not ve:-y 

11uent in the~ usage. For example, the Normal stream students scored lower 

when compared to the SAP and Express stream students. This could be due to 

the selection process when students were streamed into SAP, Express or Normal. 

The i'\om1al str~am students follow a five-year secondary school education 

compared to the Express and the SAP stream students who follow a four-year 

secondary school education. "I'he students entered the various streams based on 

the achievernent scores in their primary s:hool leaving examination. Thus 

academic ability could have an effect on the frequency of usage of metacognitive 

srra:tegies and other researchers have reponed similar findings (Chang,1989; 

Pet~rson, 1988: Slife et al., 1985). Also, the methods used in the teaching of 

srudents from different ability groups, the types of interactions between teachers 

and st:1dents~ and the types of cognitive tasks could have caused the frequency of 

usage of metacogr.irive strategies. It has been observed ·that different teaching 

rne~hods are 1..: '::e'i to teach students frorr.~. low and high ability groups. Lo\\-' 

2.c~ .. denuc abili~y students preferred high-structu:ed instruction .1s compared to high 

acaden1ic abilit;; students who prefened rnore flexible approaches to instruction 
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(Heinich, Molenda, & Russell, 1989). Maddus, Kellaghan and Schwab (1989) 

after reviewing literature on the effects of ability-grol}ping on achievement 

observed that: 

"Teachers in such (low-ability ) classes tend to provide less 

appropriate in~rruction and :esource materials; they tend to pace 

instruction too slowly; to ignore or underemphasize the substantive 

aspects of tasks, and to provide instructional materials that are less 

interesting and less challenging .... Less task-related verbal interaction 

occurs between teachers and students in low-ability classes." (pp. 

323) 

The highly-structured instruction, the non-challenging tasks, and insufficient verbal 

interactions are some factors that do not encourage students to explore strategi~s 

or to discover other methods of seeking solurions to problems. This lack of 

environmental and instructional incentives could curb the development of 

metacognition in the low-ability students. 

It appears that academic ability influences metacognition in three ways: 

first, the lack of academic ability impedes students' knowledge of strategies; 

second, the lack of knowledge of metacognition leads to poor academic 

performance and third, the teaching styles used can discourage or encourage the 

development of metacognitive skills. Unfortunately, findings from this research 

cannot differentiate t..~em. 

Age aiJ.C years of schooling are some other factors that could influence 

one's knowledge and application of metacognitive sttategies. Awareness of 

n1etacognitive strategies starts at a very early age. Various studies on 

n1eramemory have sho\vn that children as young as five years old are a\\'are of 

strategies for recall (see Flavell & \\leHman, 1977). It is also observed that older 

children are better at using various strategies for recall than young children (e.g., 

Brown, 1978). This is also true in reading com;>rehension. For example, 1v1yers 
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a11d Paris (1978) found out dlat 12 year-old students were more aware of the 

effects of various va...riables, such as their knowledge of content and their interests 

in the stories, on their comprehension than 8 year-old students. Biggs (1987) in 

his study, noticed that young students may have the awareness of the needs of 

moni!oring and regulating their cognitive processes but may not have sufficient 

executive control over them. However, in this study there was no statistical 

difference in scores between students of different ages as students from Grade 8, 

Grade 10 and Grade 12 indicated similar frequency of usage in the fo.ur 

components. \Vhile the level of usage rernains the same across students from 

different levels and academic tracks, the types of strategies used differed. The 

younger students, the .Arts and G~nera1 track students and Normal stream 

students tended to use more surface strategies. However, the use of surface 

strategy should decline as the level changed to the higher level. Similar 

observations were also noted by Riggs (1987). This study does support the fact 

ttlat students become increasingly more aware of metacognition with increasing 

years of schooling. 

Research Implications 

Research on metacognition should be a multifaceted task using a variety of 

research methods, instruments and a sample~ with different academic backgrounds. 

This study is the initial. phase of the research project on effectiveness of learning 

strategies and is based on students' self report in a questionnaire. However, the 

use of self-report questionnaire has its limitations. Ideally, this repon: should be 

supported from evidence from interviews and verbal protocols. These procedures 

would give t!S a better insight of ~e type of problem-solving and metacognitive 

activities used. Unfortunately, there are limitations to this procedure. This 

resear.:h tnethod is time consurning a:1d only a handful of sntdents can be 

ii!~er\'ie-..ved. In Sing~pore whe:e students are not very vocal, gathering data using 
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this method is problematic and students have found this rnethod to be unnatural, 

rr1entally demanding and difficult as they find it difficult to verbally express 

themselves (Wong, 1990). 

Te?.ching Implications 

This study sho\vs that students need guided instruction in t."le use of 

:netacognitive strategies for problem solving. Besides, the emphasis on 

verification of solutions, the students reponed less frequent use of monitoring 

srrategies in planning, executing and orientation. As such teachers should 

consider incorporating strategies to help students develop metacognitive skills in 

these three areas. Generally, teachers do not introduce metacognition as a topic 

in a lesson but instead subsumed the concept of metacognition within the lesson 

. content. Thus, to the students metacognition is taught unconsciously and the 

concept of metacognition cvuld be lost amongst the more important subject 

n1atter. In st~ad, there should be conscious and direct effon by the teachers to 

introduce the concept of metacognition during the lesson. Students need to be 

informed of what metacognition is, how it works~ when it works and be provided 

with some examples. At present, at the teacher training level, trainee teache:-s 

are exposed to a nurnber of lectures on this aspect. They are encouraged to use 

v a..~ous methods to achieve this. They could incorporate some of the teaching 

methods, activities, and approaches' suggested by Callahan & Garofalo (1987), 

Lc)ng (1986) and Devine (1981). 

Dra\ving from this study and other reports, lower ability students do not 

~1se strategies for metacognition as frequently as high ability students and this 

deficie11cy could leud to poor performance. 111ey} therefore, need extra training in 

order to enable them to operate at the same level as the higher ability students. 

Va..rious projects on teaching students thinking skills, reading skills and learning 

skills have bee.n very successful. For example, Peterson and associates (cited in 



Peterson, 1988) conducted an extensive project which helps founh grade students 

to develop thinking skills in mathematics~ and noted that low ability students 

benefitted more from the training. She said " the thinking skills training may have 

provided the lov; ability students with the thinking skills or cognitive strategies 

that they did not have, bur that higher ability students did have already .... 

Acquisition of these strategies then permitted them to learn as effectively as the 

higher ability students within the class" (p. 10). Attempts have been made by 

schools and the 11inistry of Education to introduce some of these projects to 

students. Some examples include: the publication of a handbook, Learning Skills 

in Content Area, for secondary school teachers to be used for conducting 

workshops on learning ~kills, the introduction of DeBono's CORT programme to 25 

secondary schools, and training progra.nu:1es to student-teachers on effective 

teaching a..nd learning skills. 

Conclusion 

This study reports on the frequency of usage of metacognitive activities and 

r.he type of strategies used by students from different academic settings in 

mathematical problem solving. It is generally observed that students are a ware of 

metacognirion although students from the Normal stream seem to use strategies 

on metacognition less frequently. There is a declining use of surface strategies 

and increasing i.1se of deep and achieving strategies as the level changed to the 

higher leveL The results of this study wa..rrant a need to introduce the reaching of 

rnetacognition to all students especially to low ability students. 
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APPENDLX A : f.t1EANS OF ITE!v1S BY STREAM (n = 550) 

fTEM ORIENTATION TYPE 

1 I spend time to recall key points A 

,., I read over my text a number of times to s 
linderstwJ.d and identify the irr..po!*..a.nt points 

., 

"' 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

I attend to the instructions carefully 
in order to get the required results. 

I anlayse and try to understand the 
information and draw inferences 

ORGANIZA TIQN 

I think of different ways to solve a problem 

I think through the problems Pe!fore turning 
to others for help. 

I turn an argument over in my mind 
a number of times before accepting it. 

I recall the key points and write 
a brief outline of the problems. 

EXECUTION 
I understand better by comparing 

and contrasting 2 sets of data 

When solving problems I tend to skip 
those that happen to be hard 

I organize my work in neat steps 
to help me do better 

I draw diagrams to help me to 
solve problems. 

* p < .05 
**p < .01 
A.=achieving, D= deep. S==surface. 

27 

s 

A 

A 

s 

A 

D 

D 

D 

s 

D 

SAP EXPRESS 
n=l 10 n=279 

Mean 2.57 2.59 
S.D. 1.51 1.51 

Mean 3.39 3.42 
S.D. 1.46 1.38 

Mean 3.62 4.02 
S.:D. 1.44 1.28 

Mean 3.39 3.64 
S.D. 1.49 1.38 

Mean 3.23 3.42 
S.D. 1.50 1.40 

Mean 4.09 4.14 
S.D. 1.07 1.10 

Mean 3.07 3.29 
S.D. 1.37 1.34 

Mean 3.00 2.73 
S.D. 1.49 1.42 

Mean 2.67 2.99 
S.D. 1.53 1.39 

Mean 
,.., ..., .... ., ..... ~ 2.97 

S.D. 1.45 1.50 

:r...tean 3.56 4.04 
S.D. 1.46 1.22 

Mean 3.22 3.27 
S.D. 1.50 1.46 

NORMAL 
n=161 

2.39 
1.50 

3.15 
1.42 

3.27** 
1.50 

3.13** 
1.42 

3.05* 
1.42 

3.69** 
1.27 

2.81 ** 
1.25 

2.79 
1.30 

2.85 
1.40 

3.15 
1.33 

3.44* 
1.47 

2.99* 
1.56 
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APPENDIX A: 1v1EANS OF ITEMS EY STREAM (n = 550) 

[TEl\1 VERIFICATION TYPE 

13 I check my answers with the s 
answers given in the book 

14 I check over my test to avoid making D 
mistakes 

15 I make it a point to check my workings A 
to a problem before handing in my paper. . 

16 '\Vhen a ~est is returned, I go over it careful A 
co:recting all errors and trying to understand 

17 

18 

19 

20 

why I made the original mistakes. 

BELIEFS 

In my revision, it is important to me 
to be able to sol':'e problems set 
in past-year examinations. 

I need a lot of drill and practice in 
learning maths 

There is only one best way in solving 
a problem 

I memorize model answers 

* p < .05 
**p < .01 
A=achieving, D= deep, S=surface 

D 

D 

s 

s 

28 

SAP EXPRESS 

I\1ean 4.46 4.26 
S.D. 0.99 1.10 

Mean 4.20 4.07 
S.D. 1.06 1.22 

~1ean 4.06 4.26 
S.D. 1.25 1.07 

rvtean 4.01 3.90 
S.D. 1.10 1.18 

Mean 4.01 4.10 
S.D. 1.28 1.14 

Mean 3.95 4.04 
S.D. 1.40 1.21 

Nlean 2.37 2.54 
S.D. 1.49 1.40 

Mean 1.89 2.45 
S.D. 1.41 1.45 

NORI\1AL 

3.58* 
1.27 

3.78* 
1.38 

3.74* 
1.37 

3.56* 
1.36 

3.48** 
1.32 

3.67** 
1.36 

2.68 
1.49 

2.78* 
. 4"' l. ;; 
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APPENDIX B : 1'.1EANS OF ITE~1S BY LE\tEL (n = 670) ~ 

£TEM ORIENTATION TYPE 

1 I spend time to recall key points A 

2 . I read over my text a number of times to s 
understand and identify the important points 

3 

4' 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1 4 

~ j 

1"' 
;..:0 

I attend to the instructions carefully 
in order to get the required results. 

I anlayse and try to understand L~e 
information and draw inferences 

ORG_>\NIZATION 

I think of different ways to solve a problem 

I think through the problems before turning 
to others for help. 

I turn an argument over in my mind 
a number of times before accepting it 

I recall the key points and write 
a brief outline of the problems. 

EXECUTION 
I understand better by comparing 

and contrasting 2 sets of data 

When solving problems I tend to skip 
those that happen to be hard 

I organize rny work in neat steps 
to help me do better 

I draw diagrams to help me to 
solve problerns. 

* p < .05 
**p < .01 
A=achieving, D=· deep~ S=surface 

29 

s 

A 

A 

s 

A. 

D 

D 

D 

s 

D 

SEC. 2 SEC. 4 
cn=205) (n=345) 

!\1ean 2.71 2.69 
S.D. 1.53 1.50 

J\lean 3.35 3.35 
S.D. 1.39 1.42 

Mean 3.77 3.71 
S.D. 1.35 1.45 

Mean 3.44 3.46 
S.D. 1.40 1.41 

:rvtean 3.35 3.25 
S.D. 1.42 1.45 

Mean 3.96 4.00 
S.D. 1.21 1.16 

Mean 3.14 3.G8 
S.D. 1.30 1.30 

Mean 2.82 2.79 
S.D. 1.38 1.41 

Mean 2.92 2.91 
S.D. 1.41 1.40 

Mean 3.29 2.93 
S.D. 1.50 1.36 

Mean 3.83 3.72 
S.D. 1.41 1.39 

Mean 3.08 3.40 
S.D. 1.53 1.50 

PRE-U 
(n= 120) 

2.70 
1.60 

3.27 
1.71 

3.78 
1.84 

3.67 
1.50 

3.35 
1.50 

4.05 
0.99 

~ "'" .., • .4..-

1.57 

2.64 
1.43 

2.84 
1.59 

2.09** 
1.07 

4.11 
1.2~· 

3.40 
1.40· 
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APPENDL'X B : ~1Er\~~S OF ITE:\1S BY LeVEL (n = 670) 

£TEM VERIFICATION TYPE 

13 I check my answers wiLl-t the s 
answers given in the book 

14 I check over my test to avoid making D 
mistakes-

15 I make it a point to check my workings A 
to a problem before handing in my paper. 

16 When a test is returned, I go over it careful A 
correcting all errors and trying to understand 

17 

18 

19 

20 

why I made the original mistakes. 

BELIEFS 

In my revision, it is important to me 
to be able to solve problems set 
in past-year examinations. 

I need a lot of drill and practice in 
learning maths 

Ther~ is only one best way in solving 
a problem 

I mem.orize model answers 

* p < .05 
**p < .01 
A=achieving, D= deep, S=surface 

D 

D 

s 

s 

30 

SEC.2 SEC.4 

Mean 3.96 4.11 
S.D. 1.24 1.17 

Mean 4.09 3.96 
S.D. L22 1.28 

Mean 4.05 4.06 
S.D. 1.28 1.21 

Mean 4.03 3.72 
S.D. 1.13 1.28 

Mean 3.93 3.86 
S.D. 1.22 1.28 

Mean 3.89 3.94 
S.D. 1.41 1.20 

Mean 2.74 2.45 
S.D. 1.45 1.55 

Mean 2.66 2.36 
S.D. 1.53 1.40 

PRE-U 

4.16 
0.96 

3.68* 
1.47 

4_.03 
0.96 

3.54** 
1.49 

4.31 ** 
1.40 

3.92 
1.50 

2.02 
1.10 

1.77* 
1.01 
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APPENDLX B : MEANS OF ITE!v1S BY TRACK (n = 640) 

£TEM ORIENTATION T'YPE 

1 I spend tin1e to recall key points A 

2 I read over tny text a number of times to s 
understand and identify the important points . 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

1: 

I attend to the instructions carefully 
in order to get the required results. 

I anlayse and try to understand the 
information and draw inferences 

ORGANIZATION 

I think of different ways to solve a problem 

I think through the problems before turning 
to others for help. 

I tum an argument over in my mind 
a number of times before accepting it. 

I recall the key points and write 
a brief outline of the problems. 

EXECUTION 
I understand better by comparing 

and contrasting 2 sets of data 

\Vhen solving problems I tend to skip 
those. u.'lat happen to be hard 

I organize my work in neat steps 
to help me do better 

I draY/ diagrams to help me to 
solve problems. 

*p < .05 
**p < .01 
A=achieving, D= deep~ S=surface 

31 

s 

A 

A 

s 

A 

D 

D 

D 

s 

D 

GENERA SCIENCE 
(n=205) (n=261) 

~1ean 2.71 2.61 
S.D. 1.51 1.51 

Mean 3.39 3.29 
S.D. 1.31 1.47 

Mean 3.80 3.75 
S.D. 1.27 1.43 

Mean 3.46 3.51 
S.D. 1.34 1.44 

Mean 3.31 3.30 
S.D. 1.41 1.47 

Mean 3.98 4.07 
S.D. 1.16 1.13 

Mean 3.17 3.16 
S.D. 1.29 1.37 

Mean 
,., ....,,., 
..... ! ~ 2.75 

S.D. 1.29 1.47 

Mean 2.89 2.86 
S.D. 1.33 1.47 

Mean 3.27 2.97 
S.D. 1.41 1.52 

Mean 3.94 3.85 
S.D. 1.28 1 .. 41 

Mean 3.05 3.36 
S.D. 1.51 1.51 

ARTS 
(n=174) 

2.89 
1.52 

3.25 
1.45 

3.45 
1.56 

3.42 
1.53 

3.31 
1.37 

3.88 
1.25 

2.90 
1.26 

2.89 
1.38 

3.05 
1.45 

2.92 
1.27 

3.63 
1.39 

3.49* 
1.49 
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APPENDIX B: MEANS OF ITE~1S BY TRACK (n = 640) 

rTEl\1 VERIFICATION TYPE 

13 I check my answers with the s 
answers given in the book 

14 I check over n1y test to avoid making D 
mistakes 

15 I make it a point to check my workings A. 
to a problem before handing in my paper. 

16 \Vhen a test is returned, I go over it careful A 
correcting all errors and trying to understand 

17 

18 

19 

20 

why I made the original mistakes. 

BELIEFS 

In my revision, it is important to me 
to be able to solve problems set 
in past-year examinations. 

I need a lot of drill and practice in 
learning maths 

There is only one best way in solving 
a problem 

I memorize model answers 

* p < .05 
**p < .01 
A=achieving, D= deep, S=surface 

D 

D 

s 

s 

32 

GENERA SCIENCE 

Mean 3.90 4.17 
S.D. 1.24 1.14 

Mean 3.94 3.98 
S.D. 1.31 1.22 

~1ean 4.04 4.07 
S.D. 1.24 1.21 

Mean 3.84 3.82 
S.D. 1.21 1.20 

Mean 3.97 4.08 
S.D. 1.15 1.28 

Mean 3.77 3.94 
S.D. 1.40 1.28 

Mean 2.70 2.33 
S.D. 1.39 1.44 

Mean· 2.64 2.07 
S.D. 1.48 1.42 

ARTS 

3.97 
1.23 

3.81 
1.36 

3.96 
1.32 

3.60 
1.42 

3.63* 
3.57 

4.04* 
1.18 

2.72* 
1.55 

2.59* 
1.44 
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